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Welcome to Yumsters 2: Around the World! Join this silly match-3 frolic as you help the Yumsters
clear gardens around the globe in five vibrant locations. They need your help to earn money and

reach the magic of the fairy town music showdown. Like many Match 3 games, drag-and-drop
fruitilicious Match 3 puzzles to clear rows, columns and gates. Speed up or slow down the game by

matching or gathering the needed pieces. How fast can you clear? Beat the daily challenges to reach
the top of the leaderboards and win a P2P Power Pack. Note: This app can create a shortcut in your

home screen (Lock screen) and you can find it in "My Apps" or "All Apps" You can download Yumsters
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2: Around the World from the Google Play Market to your mobile device. If you have any problem
with Yumsters 2: Around the World, be free to write to us at : apps@neogames.net Our email

address: neogames@neogames.net Privacy Policy: Terms of Use: SUPPORT/REFERENCES: This game
is the sequel of the Yumsters hit on mobile. - clear a garden in 5 lively locations around the globe
(New York, Tokyo, Paris, London & Helsinki) - More than 10 different characters + a couple of new
ones (Petunia, Alice and Cherry) - The power to match 3 and clear a row, column and gate - Daily

Challenges and leaderboards - Game Center and Achievements - Note: This app can create a
shortcut in your home screen (Lock screen) and you can find it in "My Apps" or "All Apps" How to

play: 1. Drag-and-drop the individual pieces on the board to clear rows. 2. Place the characters on
gates and match the characters for clear gates. 3. More than 3 pieces in the row is cleared, they will
turn into music notes. 4. Match more than 3 notes at one time to clear a row. 5. Match all the notes

in a row to

Tiger Fighter 1931 Tora! MP029 Features Key:
Join thousands of others that have faced and overcome their fears.

It’s all about building STRENGTH and CONFIDENCE in your life.

It’s an amazing gift to share your strength with others.

It’s fun to play!

You get your own timer for completing the game in as few minutes as possible.

Exercise one activity that scares you and focus on that activity for the time specified.

You’ll find the fear is lessened in the face of such constant exposure.

You’ll be more confident and strong in the face of any challenge!
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